Bind-It™ Patient Care Pack

Because I131 is for Patients, NOT their families.

Distance works well to protect others from gamma exposure.
Contamination is a whole different issue.

Radio-iodine treatment is intended for
thyroid patients - not their families. Extra
care needs to be taken, particularly with
children, to ensure that every reasonable
step is made to eliminate contamination
they may come in contact with postisolation.
This is why Bind-It™ Patient Care Packs
were developed.

Putting it Into Perspective
Let’s put ourselves into the patient’s perspective.
Most people’s knowledge of radiation comes
from what they learned in high school science
classes. Or what they see in movies (zombies
roaming Chernobyl), or the media (Fukushima,
North Korea, etc.). In short, it’s all bad.
Now all of a sudden they are told that they will
be swallowing a capsule of radioactive iodine to
“fix” their thyroid problem. But - they have to
go home - and stay isolated from their family for
several days so they don’t expose and
contaminate them.
Patient reactions range from nervous to
downright terrified.
Bind-It™ Patient Care Packs give patients peace of mind because they are using products
designed specifically to remove and prevent contamination. They are using the same thing that
the nuclear medicine department uses to remove contamination. It’s like getting a prescription
from the doctor.

Is isolation and distance enough?
Other countries isolate their I131 patients in-hospital. Isolation rooms get contaminated.
Before another patient can use that room it must be decontaminated. Technicians that clear
isolation rooms know how difficult radio-iodine can be to clean - even with the proper
tools.
Unfortunately in-hospital isolation isn’t
always an option here in the U.S. Just
because we send patients home, we
shouldn’t assume contamination is not
an issue. Out-of-sight / out-of-mind
doesn’t mean contamination isn’t there.
This isn’t a hospital room -- this is their
home.

Patients in isolation should focus on recovery, not worry about
contaminating family members.

Ordinary household cleaners just don’t
work well at removing radio-iodine.
Worse yet, many contain bleach - which
volatilizes I131 - and spreads it further.
Finally, there is a way to give patients
peace of mind - and allow them to
minimize contamination in their home.
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Only Bind-It™ is designed to safely and
effectively remove I131 contamination.

Helpful, thorough guidelines for home isolation.

Bind-It™ Patient Care Packs come with
complete instructions for the user. They detail
what surfaces to clean in the washrooms,
bedrooms, etc. The instructions detail storage
of contaminated paper towels, how to treat
laundry, bed sheets, etc. - virtually everything
they need to know and do to minimize the
chances of exposure to others.
Presented in straight forward, easy to
understand language. Best of all, we
encourage them to call our 800# if they have
any questions or concerns. It takes the burden
off the nuclear medicine department.

* ALARA is for everybody - especially children. With a tool made just for patient use, doesn't it
make sense to help them protect their families?
* As Low As Reasonably Achievable

I131 Treatment + Bind-It™ Patient Care Pack = Better Health Care

Bind-It™ Patient Care Packs can be purchased
through your favorite distributor. Patients can
order them on-line at: www.I131safety.com.
Better yet, why not incorporate them into the
treatment? Give each patient a kit when they
receive the treatment.
Ask your nuclear pharmacy to stock them and
send one over with each capsule.

About LTI
Laboratory Technologies, Inc. was established in 1983 as a manufacturer of nuclear
instrumentation. Over the years, we have worked closely with many leading diagnostic
companies and have become widely regarded as a leading worldwide supplier.
Bind-It™ was designed to fill the need for a safe and effective alternative to
conventional radioactive decontaminants. Finally, with Bind-It™ Patient Care Packs
there is an easy, safe and effective method for removing radioactive contamination at
home.
Our instruments are used worldwide in diverse areas ranging from clinical laboratories
to the oil industry to nuclear medicine to the space program. When you choose an LTI
product you get the benefit of our vast experience, personal service and product
expertise.
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